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CONTACT ME TO
BOOK VIA: 

Email: 

kandace@biblioyoga.com 

Instagram: @BiblioYoga

Website: BiblioYoga.com

BiblioYoga
Yoga. Write. Read. Manifest. 

I'm Kandace, the founder of BiblioYoga LLC, a

creative community that embraces yoga, writing,

reading, and manifesting!  

Namaste! 

BIBLIO: of or relating to books.

YOGA: a spiritual and ascetic discipline, a part of which,

including breath control, simple meditation, and the adoption of

specific bodily postures, is widely practiced for health and

relaxation.

BiblioYoga: A soulful space where yoga fuels writing and the

creative spirit. 



Discover the 
Chakras Workshop
Develop an understanding of how prana

(energy) moves throughout the chakras of

the body. During this seven week

workshop, we will explore the mind and

body connection with each chakra

independently using movement,

pranayama (breathwork), and journaling to

gain a deeper understanding of each

chakra and their relationship to one

another. This workshop will help you

access and activate your chakras to assist

you in healing both yourself and

transmitting healing energy and releasing

energetic blocks within. 

 

Props to You!
Learn how to use blocks, straps, blankets,

bolsters, and the wall to enhance your

yoga practice. From beginners to seasoned

yogis, props can offer a deeper sense of

support, extension, and challenge when

practicing various forms of yoga. Discover

how to create more space and flexibility in

the body. Learn to build control and

stability in various poses by using props to

support and assist you.   For yogis of all

levels.

*options for props to be provided by

BiblioYoga LLC if not hosted at a studio

with props 

Y O G A

7 WEEKS | 1 .5 HOUR WORKSHOPS 

\1 .5 HOUR WORKSHOP 



W R I T E

Channeling Kriya in Your Yoga & Creative

Writing Practices

Finding Your Flow

Think about the last time felt inspired to

create. You know... that feeling when a

spark ignites in your mind, body, and spirit

and you become unstoppable? You were in

flow - kriya! In this workshop, we will seek

the state of flow and reflect on our

experiences of kriya by practicing both

movement and written creative

expression. 

Please bring a journal and your favorite

writing utensil. 

Moving, Creating, &
Writing with the Elements 
All of nature is composed of five basic

elements: earth, water, fire, air, and ether.

Knowledge of the five elements allows both

the yogi and the writer to understand the laws

of nature and to use yoga and creative writing

to attain greater health, creativity,

knowledge, wisdom, and happiness. This

arises out of deep intuition of how the

universe operates.

In this workshop, each week we will explore

one of the five elements in both our physical

yoga practice and as writers. 

\1 .5 HOUR WORKSHOP 

5 WEEKS | 1.5 HOUR WORKSHOPS 



Tarot & Yoga:
Exploring the Power of
Archetypes & Asanas
Tarot and yoga are two practices that

allow us to go inward and explore our

inner thoughts, feelings, and ambitions. In

this workshop, you will explore the themes

and ideas of tarot while practicing

movement and meditation. This workshop

will help you cultivate a deeper

understanding of the mind, body, and spirit

connection and an understanding of your

relationship to the Universe. 

Please bring a tarot deck, journal, and

writing utensil. 

How to Tarot Journal 
Whether you are a beginner or have read

tarot for years, the practice of keeping a

tarot journal can be incredibly revealing

and rewarding. In this workshop, we

discuss various spreads for months, weeks,

days, and lunar patterns. Learn a process

for beginning each day with a reflective

tarot practice that embraces gratitude,

reflection, and intention setting readings. 

 We will also discuss layout and practices

for making your journaling process more

intuitive each day as we develop and grow

as both tarot readers and writers. 

Please bring a tarot deck, journal, and

writing utensils of various colors. 

R E A D

2 HOUR WORKSHOP

1 HOUR WORKSHOP



Grounding with 
Yoga & Crystals 

M A N I F E S T

Are you interested in learning more about

the properties of crystals and how to

incorporate them in your yoga practice? In

this workshop, we will explore the

grounding energy of crystals and gems

while practicing an earth energy yoga

sequence and intention-based journaling

exercise. We will discuss the properties of

some of the most commonly used crystals

and how to activate them. 

Please bring a journal, writing utensil, and

yoga mat. 

Manifestation Board
Workshop
In this workshop, you will set intentions, visualize the

outcomes you desire, and then channel your creative

energy into a manifestation board.   

 

IF you want to focus on your dharma or soul's purpose...

IF you want to identify and clarify your ambitions and

dreams...

IF you want to have fun with an amazing community

while doing it...

THEN this workshop is for you!

 

Materials like: magazines (Kandace's favorites are

Mantra, O, and anything travel related!), scrapbook

paper, materials to pull images and words from,

stickers, washi tape, pens, pencils, paints, markers,

glitter, gems, etc.

Tools like - scissors, gluesticks, tape.
 

2 HOUR WORKSHOP

1.5 HOUR WORKSHOP


